
Yohanes Bandung Bondowoso
A software engineer that values and strives for good design, privacy and enjoyable
services. I like to try experiment with development tools or paradigms, to read, try
applications, gathering informations to further enhance my expertise at my job and
inspirations to make my life easier.
I currently live in South Jakarta, Indonesia. I was born on 12 June 1997, my latest
formal education was Vocational High School of Printing on Desa Putera.

ReactJS

JavaScript

React Native

Standard practices

Intermediate

Intermediate

Skilled

3 years Currently the main framework I use for my works.

3 years Flow, TypeScript, NPM.

2 year

4 years

I used Expo, then RN. I got familiar with Java and Objective-C while
maintaining native modules.

Good working knowledge of standard tools and practices such as git,
some bash and zsh, Vim, CLI tools, NGINX.

⤳ Key Skills

⤳ Other Experience

⤳Work Experience
July 2019–Present: kumparan

React Native ReactJS

JavaScript Lerna

GraphQL

Working on kumparan's desktop and mobile web, iOS and Android application
and the in-house CMS.
I work remotely most of the time. Time management, transparency and team's
goal over individual pride are the keys to achieve good results.

Mar 2018–June 2019: Vospay.id

React Native Web

JavaScript TypeScript

Redux-SagaExpo

My first project was to create the landing page. My main task was to maintain
the dashboard and CMS. This involved discussing new features and designs.
Later, I took initiative and translated the web to be the application version for
iOS and Android with Expo.

2014: X-Graphic

Corel DrawSketch

Adobe PhotoshopAdobe Illustrator

Worked as Design Intern on the last semester of my high school. I interacted
directly with customers, translating their abstract ideas to ready-to-print
materials. I also prepared customers' printing materials, often PDF to be
printed with digital printing machine.

Oct 2016–Mar 2018: Touchten I test games manually or with automation as a part of Quality Assurance
team, it means the game or update builds will not be published until we give
the green light. I check the performance, fun factor, and framework reliability.

+62 812 1015 8854

Active engagement on various online tech related platforms, such as GitHub, StackOverflow,
Hacker News, Capiche and various Discourse instances.
Participated on various Catholic Church activities. I was the representation from my parish to attend
Indonesian Youth Day 2016. I volunteered for committee of Asian Youth Day 2017.
Contributed to few open source projects with bugfixes or typos on Readme file.
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